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The interpretation of natural scenes, generally so obvious and

effortless for humans, still remains a challenge in computer vision.

Efficient image recognition software would lead to technological

advances in many areas, from effective security to intelligent in-

formation retrieval. We propose a system that can classify new

images on the basis of information learnt from a training set of

previously annotated images.

An emerging research direction in the digital library field is the defini-
tion of services for discovering and manipulating knowledge. These include
services to search for multimedia documents whose content is described by
meta-data. The meta-data can be either manually generated (which is time-
consuming but accurate) or automatically generated (with possibly lower
costs but more questionable precision). Procedures for automatic meta-data
generation can exploit techniques for image processing and visual feature ex-
traction. Images could be automatically annotated through a visual feature
learning process. To do this, classifiers that can recognize semantic patterns
associated with given categories of images are needed.

At ISTI-CNR, we have designed a system that can automatically label
images by analyzing their visual content. The main parts of this activity were
the definition of an image representation appropriate for scene description
and the design of a classification scheme to separate data in the image-
descriptor space.

Since the human description of a visual content is often specific to an
object or a given part of the image, image regions can be used to provide
more semantic information than the usual global image features. We have
developed an image description scheme that can identify which region types



are present and which are not. First, the images from a training data-set
are segmented into regions. These regions are then grouped into clusters
according to their visual similarity, and the discrete range of possible region
types that occur in the data-set is thus defined. For each image, a presence
vector (indicating which region types are present) is built and provides in-
formation on composition of the image. It is probable that a “country-side”
image would correspond to green foliage and dark ground regions.

The classifiers are built according to a two-step process. First a feature
selection by mutual information maximization is used to estimate which re-
gion types are important to discriminate a given scene from others. Then
a simple implementation of a support-vector machine is used to solve the
margin-maximization problem on the reduced presence vectors and conse-
quently compute a decision rule to classify the images.

This approach has two advantages. First it prevents overfitting by elim-
inating the less informative region types, which risk co-occurring randomly
with the concept being learnt and thus introducing noise into the classifica-
tion. The second advantage is that the classifiers can learn the pattern of
the scene composition more accurately when the useless image regions are
not taken into account. This makes it possible to improve the performance
of the predictor. The recognition rates reach more than 90% of correctness,
depending on the keyword to predict.

We have tested the efficiency of our techniques on various image data-
sets: generic ones for the recognition of natural scenes and the databases of
a press agency for topic-based labelling. In this second application, some
news topics have been learnt and recognized, such as for instance “politics”
or “sport” (see Figure 1).

The tools for automated image classification that we have designed have
been integrated in the MILOS multimedia content management system de-
veloped at ISTI-CNR to enhance its meta-data management and document
retrieval capabilities. This research was supported by the (Enhanced Con-
tent Delivery) ECD project, funded by the Italian Government, and the Delos
Network of Excellence, funded by the European Commission under the VI
framework program. Future work will focus on improving the accuracy of
the classifiers through a more precise description of the regions and the use
of information about their spatial arrangement.
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Figure 1: Meaningful regions used to recognize and discriminate between
news topics. The original image is on the left, the following pictures show
which image regions are considered as positive clues to classify the image
according to the keywords “sport” (clues are mainly the playground and the
bright sport jerseys) and “politics” (e.g. skin and dark-suit regions).
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